The "Federal Reserve" is Only The Whipping Boy

By Anna Von Reitz
Back in the days of overt slavery there was a peculiar practice called the "whipping
boy". When the Master of the Plantation did something bad, something worthy of
whipping, he simply called his "whipping boy" and the unfortunate slave took the
beating that the Master deserved.
This caused righteous indignation on the part of the slave and did nothing to improve
the behavior or moral character of the "Master".
It is the same with the Federal Reserve. They were de-fanged and and mastered
long ago and only exist as a repository bank and store front for the Exchange
Stabilization Fund (ESF) not be be confused with the Economic Security Fund --- also
"ESF".
And what is the Exchange Stabilization Fund?
It is essentially a mindlessly large hedge fund, designed for manipulation of the
currency markets of the entire world.
Money in all its forms is a commodity.
So the Exchange Stabilization Fund is just a giant commodity market rigging
scheme, dictating the value and availability of national currencies, through its ability
to buy and hold these currencies.
It's illegal as hell.
It should have been busted long, long ago.
Every country in the world should be stomping on the "Congress" and all those
responsible for this, without exception.
And instead of whipping and beating the Federal Reserve, why not whip and beat the
Exchange Stabilization Fund? Go to the source of the problem and by-pass the
store front. It would be better for the morality of the whole world to -- once and for
all -- identify the actual source of the problem.
And there it is: the Exchange Stabilization Fund.

Now you have a name and a diagnosis. The next part of the progression is
treatment.
Call your Presidents, your Congressmen, your various Poobahs and Pundits.
Shake the walls and rattle the cages.
Let the perpetrators in Whitehall know that their schemes and deliberations are
known.
Let the flunkies in the Philippines drafted as the Arbiters of this Grand Farce and
Great Fraud take Fair Notice from the rest of the world.
Let Donald Trump have lots of sunshine pumped up his skirt, and Pope Francis, too.
Let the "UN" and "NEW YORK" and all the old Nazis get a thrill as they realize that
everything--- absolutely everything--- isn't "secret" after all.
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